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ABSTRACT 

 
Detection and prevention of adverse events and, in 
particular, adverse drug events (ADEs), is an impor-
tant problem in health care today. We describe the 
implementation and evaluation of four variations on 
the simple Bayes model for identifying ADE-related 
discharge summaries. Our results show that these 
probabilistic techniques achieve an ROC curve area 
of up to 0.77 in correctly determining which patient 
cases should be assigned an ADE-related ICD-9-CM 
code.  These results suggest a potential for these 
techniques to contribute to the development of an 
automated system that helps identify ADEs, as a step 
toward further understanding and preventing them. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
A crucial factor in improving the quality of health-
care is the detection and prevention of adverse drug 
events (ADEs) [1]. Adverse drug events include non-
preventable adverse reactions that occur with appro-
priate use and dose of medications as well as pre-
ventable incidents arising from errors in prescribing, 
dispensing or administering drugs. Not only are 
ADEs an important cause of morbidity and mortality 
in hospitalized and ambulatory patients, they also 
incur significant expense to the healthcare system. It 
would be useful to have effective and inexpensive 
tools for routine identification of ADEs, as a step 
toward characterizing and preventing them. 

Hospitals detect and report regularly only a small 
fraction of adverse events since they rely mainly on 
voluntary reporting to identify them. While inexpen-
sive, this approach systematically underestimates the 
incidence of ADEs. Manual chart review, typically 
used by researchers, is an effective method for detect-
ing ADEs; however, it is too expensive for routine 
monitoring in hospitals. 

With increasing use of electronic hospital systems 
that capture patient-related data in electronic form, 
computerized detection is starting to be employed for 
identifying ADEs. This method employs computer 
algorithms to detect signals in data that suggest ad-
verse events. Common sources of coded data in hos-
pital systems include administrative coding of diag-
noses and procedures, clinical laboratory results and 

pharmacy data. Computerized rules and queries have 
been applied to these structured data to identify diag-
noses that could reflect an ADE, abnormal laboratory 
results, elevated drug levels and medications consid-
ered to be antidotes [1]. However, such coded data 
represent only a small part of the clinical information 
associated with a patient. Increasingly, narrative 
clinical reports such as admission notes, progress 
notes, nursing notes, discharge summaries and test 
reports like those from radiology and pathology, are 
available in electronic form. These are a rich source 
of clinical information for identifying ADEs although 
their minimally structured, free-text form poses chal-
lenges for development of effective algorithms. 

Various methods have been applied to the detec-
tion of adverse events in free-text medical reports. 
Simple searching of relevant keywords and phrases 
can uncover many adverse events but has low speci-
ficity [2]. In related work on classification, natural 
language processing, employing pattern matching 
and rule-based techniques, has been successfully ap-
plied to radiology reports and shown to be as accurate 
as human coders [3]. Automated techniques for clas-
sification of free text documents have been widely 
studied in the machine learning community. Methods 
such as decision trees, neural networks, probabilistic 
networks, support vector machines and nearest-
neighbor algorithms have been applied to text catego-
rization [4]. These methods learn models from a 
training set of labeled cases that are then applied to 
new unlabeled cases to classify them. Feature selec-
tion is often applied to improve the accuracy of clas-
sifiers and numerous feature selection methods have 
been developed. 

The simple Bayes classifier, sometimes called 
Naïve-Bayes, is a probabilistic model that makes the 
assumption that features of a case are conditionally 
independent of each other given its classification 
label. The construction of a simple Bayes model 
suitable for classification is straightforward: (1) 
Select features from data that are judged to be 
relevant, and (2) Calculate the model parameters (i.e., 
the conditional probabilities of the features and the 
marginal probability of the class variable).  

Several methods can be used for the selection of 
appropriate features in step 1. One approach is to add 
features, one at a time, to the model and evaluate its 



performance with a metric like classification accu-
racy or the area under the Receiver Operating Char-
acteristic (ROC) curve. Only those features that im-
prove the existing model are included in the final 
model. An alternative to selecting a set of good fea-
tures is to perform model averag ing over all possible 
simple Bayes structures. For N features under consid-
eration, there are 2N possible Bayes structures over 
which averaging has to be carried out. Remarkably, 
for the simple Bayes model, tractable exact model 
averaging can be performed in the same time and 
space complexity required to construct a single tradi-
tional model. The averaged model is represented by a 
single simple Bayes structure with the parameters 
adjusted, such that, the resulting predictions are 
equivalent to those computed by full model averag-
ing. Empirically, the model-averaged classifier has 
been shown to outperform the simple model on a 
number of datasets [5]. 

 
BACKGROUND 

 
The Identifying Patient Sets (IPS) system is currently 
used at the University of Pittsburgh to locate elec-
tronic medical records of interest for clinical research 
[6]. Given a superset of patient records, it helps the 
researcher build a simple Bayes model to locate re-
cords that are of interest. A preprocessor indexes the 
entire set of records by the occurrence of all Unified 
Medical Language System (UMLS) terms and all 
single words. The user initially labels a few examples 
of records of interest in IPS, based on which the sys-
tem derives and lists those terms that distinguish the 
records of interest from the rest. From this suggested 
list of terms, the user selects those that are clinically 
meaningful and constructs a simple Bayes model that 
IPS applies to the still unreviewed records in order to 
rank them according to the probability they are of 
interest. The user can then selectively review those 
records that are most likely to be of interest. 

Recently, we developed and implemented a new 
IPS module called the Automatic Model Creator 
(AMC) that facilitates the creation of models in IPS. 
Users currently utilize AMC to automatically con-
struct models that can be applied to locate records of 
interest. Given minimal sensitivity and specificity 
levels acceptable to the user, AMC searches the space 
of possible models in a greedy fashion and finds 
those that meet the specified levels. 

IPS and AMC have been developed as a general-
purpose medical record retrieval system. Here, we 
focus on one possible application: the identification 
of ADE-related discharge summaries. We compare 
the performance of simple Bayes (SB), model-
averaged simple Bayes (MASB), simple Bayes with 
double feature selection (DFS) and AMC. The inputs 

to these algorithms are a list of terms, where a term is 
a word, a phrase or a UMLS concept. A feature refers 
either to a single term (in SB, MASB, DFS models) 
or to a disjunction of terms (in AMC models). Only 
those terms that are ranked highly by IPS are in-
cluded in the input list; thus, all algorithms start with 
a limited set of terms. SB is the traditional model that 
incorporates all terms in the input list as features. 
MASB performs inference over the power set of sim-
ple Bayes models for the set of terms. DFS further 
selects a subset of terms from the list to construct a 
simple Bayes model. Each of these algorithms is de-
scribed in more detail in the next section. 
 

METHODS 
 
Our study is based on 32,702 admissions to a large 
urban teaching hospital during a 1-year period from 
July 2001 through June 2002. Of these, 936 were 
labeled with ICD-9-CM codes E930 - E949 (E-codes) 
for ADEs. Discharge summaries for 912 of these 936 
admissions, plus an additional 1095 admissions cho-
sen at random from the same 1-year period, were 
extracted as narrative reports stored in one of the 
hospital’s information systems. Multiple discharge 
summaries for a single admission were merged to 
generate 877 records indicative of ADEs and 1014 
records not indicative of ADEs. To maintain confi-
dentiality, the discharge summaries used in this study 
were de-identified in accordance with the HIPAA 
(Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) 
guidelines. De-identification was done using a pro-
gram called De-ID that replaces identifiable text with 
specific de-identification tags [6]. 

For the following experiments, we split the re-
cords into a training set and a test set such that each 
record had a 30% chance of being randomly assigned 
to the test set. This resulted in 1328 records being 
assigned to the training set and 563 to the test set, 
with both sets containing a similar proportion of 
ADE records. All mo dels were trained using only the 
training set and evaluated on the test set. 

 
Preprocessing and indexing. The IPS system’s pre-
processor identifies and indexes all single words and 
UMLS terms up to 4 words in length that are present 
in the records. A negation detection algorithm incor-
porated into the preprocessor identifies and tags per-
tinent clinical findings and diseases that are negated 
[7]. IPS ranks the association of the indexed terms 
with ADE-labeled records by their likelihood ratio 
(lr), defined as: 
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where the probabilities are estimated from frequency 
counts using a Bayesian prior that effectively 
“smoothes” the estimates.  

For all experiments, we excluded terms with lr of 
less than 1.5 as we anticipate they would have little 
discriminative power. This resulted in an input list 
with 100 terms that corresponded to the top 100 
terms in the ranked list generated by IPS. We pre-
processed the records in two ways: 1) We used the 
existing IPS system’s preprocessor to index UMLS 
terms and single words occurring in 3 or more re-
cords (single-word indexing), and 2) We modified the 
preprocessor to index UMLS terms and terms con-
taining 3 words or fewer (i.e., all strings of exactly 
one, two or three words) occurring in 3 or more re-
cords (multi-word indexing). The two methods pre-
processed UMLS terms identically and differed only 
in the indexing of non-UMLS terms. 

 
Parameter estimation for SB. The parameters for 
SB include the probabilities for the document class 
and conditional probabilities for all terms being con-
sidered. These are computed as follows. Let C repre-
sent a patient record and c denote the two possible 
values that it can take -- ADE and not ADE. Let Fi 
represent a term and f denote the two possible values 
that it can take -- present or absent. Suppose F is a 
set of n terms, each of which is known to be either 
present or absent. The probability of c given F is 
computed according to Bayes rule: 
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where n is the number of terms in the model and the 
sum in the denominator is over all possible values of 
C. We estimate the probabilities P(C = c) and P(Fi = f 
| C = c) for the 4 possible combination values of f and 
c. P(C = c) is estimated as (freq(C = c) + 1) / (N + 2) 
where freq(C = c) is the number of records that be-
long to class c and N is the total number of records in 
the training set. Similarly, P(Fi = f | C = c) is esti-
mated as (freq(Fi = f, C = c) + 1) / (freq(C = c) + 2) 
where freq(Fi = f, C = c) is the number of times that f 
and c occur together in the training set. These ratios 
produce estimates that are less extreme than maxi-
mum likelihood estimates based on the ratios freq(Fi 
= f, C = c  ) / freq(C = c) and freq(C = c) / N. 

 
 

Parameter estimation for MASB. The model-
averaged structure is a modified, simple Bayes net-
work over the list of terms. The desired parameters 
for this network are computed according to the equa-
tions derived in [5].  

 

Feature selection for DFS. We used a greedy algo-
rithm that begins with a model with no terms and 
attempts to add terms to it, one at a time. For every 
term considered for inclusion, a probability is com-
puted for each record in the training set with the 
model parameterized from the remaining records 
using the method described for SB. The area under 
the ROC curve (AUC) obtained from these probabili-
ties is the metric used for scoring the model. If the 
AUC improves, the term is included in the model and 
the algorithm considers the next term from the list; or 
else, the term being considered is rejected, the algo-
rithm terminates and the existing model is  returned. 

 

AMC. The features of the models created by AMC 
differ from those generated by the above algorithms, 
in that, each feature is not constrained to be a single 
term but is allowed to be a disjunction of terms. For 
example, an AMC model may have 2 features where 
the first feature has the terms neutropenia and throm-
bocytopenia  combined disjunctively and the second 
feature has only the term toxicity. This model indi-
cates that a record has a high probability of being 
labeled for an ADE if the term “neutropenia” OR the 
term “thrombocytopenia” occurs AND the term “tox-
icity” also occurs. AMC does feature selection and 
for each term considered for inclusion in a model, a 
probability is computed for each record in the train-
ing set with the model parameterized from the re-
maining records using the method described for SB. 

To generate a set of models, AMC assesses the 
minimum sensitivity and specificity levels that are 
acceptable to the user. AMC then searches within 
each of several ranges of sensitivities (e.g., 0 to 0.05, 
0.05 to 0.10, …, 0.95 to 1.0), trying to maximize the 
specificity within each range. Similarly, it searches 
within each of several different ranges of specificities 
trying to maximize the sensitivity within each range.  

Figure 1 shows the pseudo-code for locating a 
model in a given sensitivity range; the specificity 
code is analogous. We used AMC with the minimum 
sensitivity and specificity set to 0 and the range inter-
val of both parameters set to 0.05. 
 
Evaluation. For each of the four algorithms -- SB, 
MASB, DFS and AMC -- we constructed two mo dels 
(in case of AMC, two sets of models) using the two 
methods of indexing. We evaluated the models on the 
test set and plotted ROC curves for each one. 
 



RESULTS 
 

For both indexing schemes, models generated by SB 
and MASB included 100 features, one for each input 
term. The DFS model had 21 and 25 features with 
single-word and multi-word indexing, respectively. 
For single-word indexing, AMC created 16 models 
all having a single feature containing from 4 to 50 
terms with an average of 16.6 terms per model. For 
multi-word indexing, AMC generated models with 

the number of terms ranging from 5 to 66 with a 
mean of 24.9 terms per model. An example of an 
AMC model with a single feature having 20 disjunc-
tively combined terms is shown below. It achieved a 
sensitivity of 54% and specificity of 86%. 

 
steroid use, candida, induced, toxicity, prograf, ana, 
imuran, bal, neutropenia, rejection, antibody, fk, hepa-
titis b, diflucan, filter, appetite, orthotopic, individuals , 
virus, acyclovir 

 
Table 1 lists the top 10 terms that appear in AMC 

models (generated from UMLS terms and single 
words) along with their frequency of occurrence. The 
commonest term is a UMLS phrase, renal failure, 
while the remaining are single-word terms. 

Figures 2 and 3 show the ROC plots for the mo d-
els obtained with single-word and multi-word index-
ing, respectively. For AMC the ROC is shown as a 
sequence of circles that indicate distinct models. 

The performance of the 4 algorithms on the test 
dataset is summarized in Table 2. For readability, the 
area under the ROC curves (AUCs) are reported as 
percentages so they range from 0 to 100 instead of 0 
to 1. The table also gives the p-values for the diffe r-
ences in the mean AUCs between the two indexing 
schemes for each algorithm. There is no strongly sta-
tistically significant difference between the schemes 
for any algorithm, although interestingly the results 
are suggestive of single-word indexing performing 
better. 

Table 3 summarizes the pair-wise comparisons of 
the performance of the algorithms with single-word 
indexing. The performance of SB, MASB and AMC 
are statistically similar (p < 0.05) and all 3 perform 
significantly better than DFS. 

DISCUSSION 
 
Our results suggest that SB, MASB and AMC can 
form the basis of an automated text classifier for nar-
rative medical records such as discharge summaries 
related to ADEs. DFS applies additional feature se-
lection to reduce the number of terms in a single 
model; however, the resulting smaller model de-
creases classification accuracy. AMC also employs 
additional feature selection but generates separate 
models over the range of the ROC curve, enabling it 
to improve the AUC. 

The set of AMC models perform as well as those 
generated by SB and MASB. In addition, the AMC 
models are more compact with fewer terms. Models 
generated by AMC typically had a single feature 
composed of disjunctions of terms; these terms can 
be potentially used as keywords for searching free-
text medical records. They can also be evaluated for 
incorporation into rules used to trigger computer-
generated signals for chart review.  

renal failure (9) prednisone (7) 
steroids (8) appetite (7) 
endocrine (8) bactrim (7) 
diflucan (8) rash (5) 
thrombocytopenia (7) neutropenia (4) 
 
Table 1. Top 10 terms from AMC models with 
single-word indexing. 

Algorithm Single-word 
indexing 

Multi-word 
indexing 

p-value 

SB 77.39 ± 2.47 74.27 ± 2.59 0.0676 
MASB 77.11 ± 2.48 74.19 ± 2.60 0.0867 
DFS 68.07 ± 2.97 64.16 ± 2.82 0.1292 
AMC 76.87 ± 4.12 74.59 ± 4.92 0.0742 

 
Table 2. AUCs of the algorithms. 

Pair p-value Pair p-value 
SB vs MASB 0.1832 MASB vs DFS 0.0089 
SB vs DFS 0.0046 MASB vs AMC 0.0932 
SB vs AMC 0.1264 DFS vs AMC 0.0165 
 
Table 3. Pair-wise comparisons of AUCs for single-
word indexing. 

initialize current model to empty 
for each term t in the terms list do: 
     create new models by adding t either 
         as a disjunct to one of the existing features of the  
         leading model or as a new feature of that model. 
     for each new model do: 
         compute parameters as in the SB algorithm. 
         consider the new model as the leading model if it  
         has a  sensitivity in current range of focus and  
         either has a higher specificity or a higher  
         sens itivity + specif icity than any previously  
         considered model. 
     loop 
loop 

 
Figure 1. Pseudo-code used by AMC to locate a 
model in a given sensitivity range. 



Another finding is that additional indexing of 2-
word and 3-word terms did not boost the perform-
ance of any of the algorithms we tested. UMLS terms 
in combination with single words were adequate for 
building discriminative mo dels for this data set. 

Simple Bayes systems are efficient, robust and 
reasonably easy to implement. We have shown that 
such systems can learn to correctly classify ICD-9-
CM ADE-related codes. The results  reported here 
suggest the following application: First, train models 
based on a large random sample of discharge summa-
ries that are manually labeled for ADEs by experts. 
Then, apply those models to signal those patient 
cases that have high probability for ADEs. 

FUTURE RESEARCH 
 
Future research possibilities include application of 
alternative text categorization algorithms as well as 
feature selection methods for improving perform-
ance. Assessing ADE classification performance of 
models trained using a large random sample of dis-
charge summaries that have been manually coded for 
ADEs by experts would be helpful. It would be inter-
esting to investigate the number of true ADE cases 
found by the models that were not ICD-9 coded as 
ADEs. Another extension would be to evaluate the 
algorithms with additional sources of information 
that are currently available in hospital information 
systems, such as coded laboratory data and other nar-
rative reports.  
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Figure 3. ROC plots for multi-word indexing. 
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Figure 2. ROC plots for single-word indexing. 
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